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Screeners helps trader in saving lot of time in filtering best stocks out of 5000+

stocks listed.

Here is the list of top 10 Free Candlestick Pattern based screeners that I use:

Also, last two screeners are my favorite to pick early momentum stocks.

1/ Bullish Engulfing:

The bullish engulfing pattern is a two-candle reversal pattern and it is a strong bullish candle that a trader uses to take

reversal trades.

https://t.co/KkTg6P4Aob

2/ Bearish Engulfing:

The bearish pattern is a two-candle reversal pattern and it is a strong bearish candle that a trader uses to take reversal

trades.

https://t.co/jTh1AZy8rD

3/ Bullish Piercing Pattern:

The piercing pattern is a two-day candle pattern that implies a potential reversal from a downward trend to an upward trend.

https://t.co/tNl0dRGNH3

4/ Bearish Dark Cloud Cover:

Dark Cloud Cover is a candlestick pattern that shows a shift in momentum to the downside following a price rise.

https://t.co/bCJPrwQuTd
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5/ Bullish Harami:

A bullish harami is a candlestick chart indicator used for spotting reversals in a bear trend.

https://t.co/AQBE3rdd2D

6/ Bearish Harami:

A bearish harami is a candlestick chart indicator used for spotting reversals in a bull trend.

https://t.co/h3PSFbuyPi

7/ Bullish Kicker:

A kicker pattern is a two-bar candlestick pattern that predicts a change in the direction of an asset's price trend. This pattern

is characterized by a sharp reversal in price over the span of two candlesticks.

https://t.co/R0btWciSE0

8/ Bearish Kicker:

A kicker pattern is a two-bar candlestick pattern that predicts a change in the direction of an asset's price trend. This pattern

is characterized by a sharp reversal in price over the span of two candlesticks.

https://t.co/LmndqiIrkx

9/ Morning Star:

A morning star is a visual pattern made up of a tall red candlestick, a smaller red or green candlestick with a short body and

long wicks, and a third tall white candlestick.

https://t.co/xuSYoyn2H9

10/ Evening Star:

An evening star is a candlestick pattern used by technical analysts to predict future price reversals to the downside.

https://t.co/stSNY9wKGT

These 10 screeners I am personal using to trim down stock list.

If you found this useful, please RT the first tweet.

Also, for live trading and stock market related updates, you can join our Telegram Channel ■■

https://t.co/RblJ0xdNEv
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